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ABSTRACT: A detailed analysis of the basic transport parameters of two triptycene-based polymers of intrinsic microporosity (PIMs), the ultrapermeable PIM-TMN-Trip and the more selective PIM-BTrip, as a function of temperature from 25°C
to 55°C, is reported. For both PIMs, high permeability is based on very high diffusion and solubility coefficients. The contribution of these two factors on the overall permeability is affected by the temperature and depends on the penetrant
dimensions. Energetic parameters of permeability, diffusivity and solubility are calculated using Arrhenius-van’t Hoff equations and compared with those of the archetypal PIM-1 and the ultrapermeable but poorly selective poly(trimethylsilylpropyne) (PTMSP). This considers, for the first time, the role of entropic and energetic selectivities in the diffusion process through highly rigid PIMs. This analysis demonstrates how energetic selectivity dominates the gas transport properties
of the highly rigid triptycene PIMs and enhances the strong size-sieving character of these ultrapermeable polymers.
KEYWORDS: Polymer of Intrinsic Microporosity; Ultrapermeability; Gas separation; Temperature dependence; Entropic
Selectivity; Energetic Selectivity;

INTRODUCTION
Polymeric membranes are successfully used in a number of industrial processes for gas separation and purification such as N2 generation, O2 enrichment of air, hydrogen
recovery and natural gas treatment. However, wider implementation is limited by the lack of materials with high permeability, good selectivity and processability.1,2 Hundreds
of new polymers have been investigated to date, but only a
few exploited in commercial uses, and these demonstrate
low permeability and high selectivity. The lack of permeability means low flux, which for large scale processing, requires infeasible membrane areas. Thus, the use of polymer
materials with higher permeability is crucial to providing
membrane systems suitable for large scale separations.
In 1991, Robeson quantified the trade-off for the separation of a particular gas mixture between the desired selectivity of a polymer and its permeability.3 Empirical upper bounds were drawn by Robeson on his now famous
double logarithmic plots for a number of commercially interesting gas pairs.4 On the basis of a theoretical analysis,
Freeman confirmed the positions of the upper bounds and
suggested that high free volume polymers, with rigid and
stiff chains are desirable to prepare better performing
membranes, and indicates that the selectivity for diffusion
is the key factor to exceed Robeson’s upper bounds.5
The lack of polymers with high free volume and highly
rigid chains was addressed by the invention of Polymers of

Intrinsic Microporosity (PIMs), a family of polymers that
demonstrated both high permeability and moderate selectivity.6,7 Recently, the first ultrapermeable PIM (CO2 permeability > 20000 barrer8), namely PIM-TMN-Trip, was reported, providing permselectivity data that filled a previously unpopulated region of the Robeson plot for several
gas pairs.9 In the same paper, the synthesis of PIM-BTrip is
also reported but lack of solubility in common casting solvents prevented measurement of its gas permeability data.
The superior permselectivity of PIMs, as compared with
the unselective ultrapermeable polyacetylenes such as
poly(trimethylsilylpropyne) (PTMSP), can be ascribed to
the size-sieving character of these very rigid polymers. For
instance, whilst PIM-TMN-Trip and PTMSP display similar
diffusion coefficients for the fastest gases, He and H2, bulkier gases are significantly slower in PIM-TMN-Trip as compared to PTMSP. In general, the diffusion coefficient is related to the size of the penetrant gas, the packing density
of the polymer chains and their flexibility.10 For PIMs, and
more generally for all semi-rigid polymers, it has been hypothesized that the gas diffusion process is halfway between that in molecular sieves and that in flexible polymers.11 Koros et al. analyzed the gas transport in polymers
in terms of energetic and entropic selectivity through
measurements at different temperatures, suggesting that
in very rigid polymers the gas separation properties are
driven by the energetic contribution, while the entropic selectivity is stronger in carbon molecular sieves (CMS).12–14

Figure 1. Molecular structures of PTMSP, PIM-1, PIM-TMN-Trip and PIM-BTrip.
This analysis gives important insight into the gas
transport in dense polymeric membranes and is fundamental for the development of novel materials and their
successful application. Remarkably, in spite of the enormous attention for PIMs in the recent literature, Koros and
Zhang pointed out that this analysis is still missing for
PIMs.11 The objective of the present work is therefore to fill
this gap by providing an analysis of the permeability, diffusion and solubility coefficients of PIM-TMN-Trip and PIMBTrip as a function of temperature and to determine activation and sorption energies. Particular attention is paid to
the diffusion process of the penetrant and how the sizesieving properties of these PIMs can be expressed in terms
of the entropic and energetic selectivity. Such a thorough
analysis of the transport properties in PIMs could help to
facilitate their use in industrial gas separation processes.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials
The PIM-TMN-Trip and PIM-BTrip synthesis are described in a previous paper.9 Dense self-standing films
were prepared by solvent casting from chloroform (PIMTMN-Trip) and quinoline (PIM-BTrip) and a very slow
evaporation of the solvent allowed the formation of mechanically robust and defect-free membranes. It should be
noted that PIM-BTrip was previously reported to be insoluble in organic solvents but was subsequently found to be
soluble in quinoline which proved to be a suitable casting
solvent.9 Because freshly prepared PIMs membranes are
known to undergo physical ageing15,16, a PIM-TMN-Trip
sample aged for 100 days after thermal treatment (heated
at 140°C for 4h in vacuum) and a PIM-BTrip sample aged
for 250 days were used during the permeation tests to guarantee time independent performance. The precise membrane thickness is 154 µm for the PIM-TMN-Trip and
160 µm for PIM-BTrip.
All gases were supplied by Sapio (Italy) at a minimum
purity of 99.9995+%.
Gas adsorption.
The N2 adsorption isotherms at 77 K were measured using a Quantachrome Autosorb iQ2. The powder samples
were degassed for 600 min at 120 °C before the experiment.

The adsorption isotherm was used to calculate the pore
volume and the pore-size distribution; the Horvath–Kawazoe (HK) model was applied considering the adsorbent
geometry as carbon slit pores for all cases.

Gas permeation measurements
Single gas time-lag experiments were performed at four
different temperatures (from 25 to 55°C) on a fixed volume
/ pressure increase instrument (Elektro & Elektronik Service Reuter, Geesthacht, Germany) on circular samples
with an effective area of 2.14 cm2. The feed pressure was 1
bar, and the gases were tested in the order: H2, He, O2, N2,
CH4 and CO2. A turbo molecular pump guarantees an efficient degassing of the samples, and computer controlled
pneumatic valves allow very fast response times. i.e. 0.08
s.17 Permeability (P) is reported in Barrer (1 Barrer =
10−10⋅cm3(STP)⋅cm⋅cm−2⋅s−1⋅cm Hg−1), and the diffusion coefficient (D) is calculated from the so-called permeation time
lag, Θ (s):
𝑙𝑙 2
Eq. 1
𝐷𝐷 =
6Θ
where l is the film thickness. The gas solubility coefficient (S) is calculated indirectly assuming the validity of
the solution-diffusion model as the ratio of the permeability over the diffusion coefficients:
𝑃𝑃
Eq. 2
𝑆𝑆 =
𝐷𝐷
Considering the instrumental time-lag, any time-lag of
about 0.5 s has less than 20% error, which in general results
in an underestimation of D. A detailed discussion of the
method and calculations can be found in a dedicated
work.17

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Nitrogen (N2) adsorption isotherms obtained at 77 K for
powdered samples of PIM-TMN-Trip and PIM-BTrip (Figure SI 1) confirms the presence of intrinsic microporosity
for both polymers by the significant uptake of N2 at low
partial pressures (P/Po < 0.01). These isotherms provide apparent BET surface areas of 1034 m2 g-1 and 911 m2 g-1 for
PIM-TMN-Trip and PIM-BTrip, respectively, which are
both larger values than for typical PIMs and indicate that

the former has slightly greater intrinsic microporosity than
the latter.
Figure 2a-d shows the Robeson plots for four industrially relevant gas pairs: CO2/CH4 (biogas treatment),
CO2/N2 (carbon capture from flue gas), O2/N2 (oxygen/nitrogen enrichment of air) and H2/CH4 (hydrogen recovery). It is immediately clear that the performances of the
aged PIM-TMN-Trip and PIM-BTrip are located well above
the 2008 upper bound. The PIM-BTrip surpasses also the
proposed 2015 upper bounds for O2/N2 and H2/CH4, showing excellent gas separation properties. It should be noted
that the 2015 upper bounds for O2/N2, H2/N2 and H2/CH4,
proposed by Pinnau18, are based on data obtained from
highly rigid triptycene-based PIMs.19,20 The data of PIM-121
and of PTMSP22 films are reported for comparison. Permeability data for PIM-1 typically fall close to the 2008 upper
bounds, which is unsurprising as Robeson used data reported for PIM-1 to reposition the upper bounds.4 PTMSP
gas permeability data is similar to those of PIM-TMN-Trip,
but they show low selectivity so that this polymer’s data
points fall below the original 1991 upper bound. CO2 gas
permeability in the thermally treated 100 day aged PIMTMN-Trip is similar to that in PTMSP but with much
higher selectivity over CH4 or N2, while it has similar selectivity to that of a PIM-1 film but much higher permeability.
The CO2 permeability in the 250 days aged PIM-BTrip is
still higher than that of PIM-1 and it is significantly more
selective. Upon aging, PIM-BTrip shows higher selectivity
and similar CO2 permeability with respect to that of the
freshly methanol treated parental polymer PIM-BTripa)

c)

TB23, containing the Tröger’s base (TB) 3D contortion site
(Figure SI 2). Moreover, the CO2 permeability in the thermally treated and 100 days aged PIM-TMN-Trip is also
higher than that of a freshly methanol treated PIM-TMNTrip-TB film9 (Figure SI 2). The comparison of these two
polymers of 2D chain structures with the TB-based parental polymers of 3D chain structures, confirms the great importance of the 2D chain structure for reaching high permeability and good selectivity even after long aging or
thermal stress. The effect of other variables has been minimized by stabilization of the samples (i.e. aging for 100
days after the thermal conditioning of PIM-TMN-Trip, and
aging for 250 days for PIM-BTrip), which should be more
than sufficient, knowing that the permeability loss of PIM1 in the first 100 days is larger than that in the subsequent
1000 days. 15
Figure 3a and b show the variation of gas permeability
over the temperature range 25-55 °C for different gases
through PIM-TMN-Trip and PIM-BTrip, respectively,
showing that the permeation rate in both polymers increases in the order N2 < CH4 < O2 < He < H2 < CO2, over
virtually the entire range of temperature, with exception of
He and O2 which are inverted in PIM-TMN-Trip. The gas
permeability coefficients for PIM-TMN-Trip increase with
temperature only for bulkier penetrants (N2 and CH4),
while the permeability of faster penetrants (CO2 and O2)
decreases, and that of very small penetrants (H2 and He) is
almost constant (Figure 3a).
b)

d)

Figure 2. Robeson plots for the a) CO2/CH4, (b) CO2/N2, (c) O2/N2, (d) H2/CH4 gas pairs showing the permeability data for PIM-1 ( )21, PTMSP ( )22, PIM-BTrip ( ) and PIM-TMN-Trip ( ) at 25°C. Upper bounds
are represented in blue (1991), red (2008) yellow (2015).

a)

PIM-TMN-Trip

c)

b)

PIM-BTrip

d)

Figure 3. (a,b)Permeability coefficient and (c,d) ideal permselectivity of four relevant gas pairs for the thermally treated 100 days aged PIM-TMN-Trip and the 250 days aged PIM-BTrip as function of temperature.
Dotted lines are least squares fit of the experimental data with an exponential equation. Numerical data are
reported in Tables SI 1 and SI 2
For PIM-BTrip there is an increase in permeability with
temperature for all the tested gases (Figure 3b) with the
exception of the very small penetrants (H2 and He), which
remains almost constant. With rising temperature the selectivity for all the gas pairs decreases and its effect is
strongest for CO2/CH4 (Figure 3c,d). The only exception is
the gas pair CO2/H2 in PIM-BTrip (Figure 3d). For this
range of temperatures in which both PIMs are physically
and chemically stable, the temperature increase leads simultaneously to an improvement in the diffusivity coefficient and a reduction in solubility, and the net effect on the
permeability coefficient depends on the most affected between solubility and diffusion.
The trends in P are better understood when looking at
D and S individually. The diffusion coefficients of all gases
increase with temperature (Figure 4a,b). The main effect of
raising the temperature is an increased molecular vibration
that facilitates the opening of a motion-enabled zone
through which the penetrant gas can diffuse, in agreement
with the theory of the non-specific activated diffusion process.24 For the same reason, a lower diffusion coefficient is
accompanied by a higher temperature dependence. The
diffusion coefficients of H2 and He are similar in both PIMs,
whereas bulkier gases showed a markedly lower diffusion
coefficient in PIM-BTrip. The enhanced diffusivity selectivity observed in PIM-BTrip clearly suggests a higher size-

sieving behavior for this polymer with respect to PIMTMN-Trip (Figure 4b).
Both polymers have nearly identical and extremely high
gas solubility (Figure SI 3), for example, almost 100 times
higher for CO2 than in Pebax®1657 at 25°C.25 To a large extent, their high permeability coefficients are due to extremely high gas solubility. In both PIMs, the gas solubility
decreases with increasing temperature in a similar fashion,
which is also reflected in the solubility selectivity. The latter decreases with increasing temperature ( Figure SI 3 c,d)
because the most soluble gases are usually more affected
by a temperature change.
An overall analysis of the permeability, diffusivity and
solubility coefficients reveals that diffusion is most affected
by temperature in PIM-BTrip, resulting in an increasing
permeability with temperature. In PIM-TMN-Trip, the relative contributions effect of temperature on the diffusion
coefficients and on the solubility has different weights depending on the penetrant, causing different trends for all
penetrants.

Entropic and energetic selectivity analysis
The temperature dependence of gas transport through
a polymer membrane can be described by the Arrheniusvan’t Hoff relationship:
−𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝
Eq. 3
𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃0 exp �
�
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

−𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑
Eq. 4
𝐷𝐷 = 𝐷𝐷0 exp �
�
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
−𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠
Eq. 5
𝑆𝑆 = 𝑆𝑆0 exp �
�
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
where, P0, D0, and S0 are temperature independent preexponential factors, R is the universal gas constant, T is absolute temperature, Ep and Ed are the activation energy of
the permeation and diffusion respectively, and Hs is the
heat of sorption. The activation energy of permeation and
diffusion, as well as the heat of sorption is calculated from
the experimental data using Eq. 3, Eq. 4, and Eq. 5, and
listed in Table 1, while the pre-exponential factors are reported in Table SI 3.
The value for the activation energy of permeability (Ep)
in PIM-BTrip is positive for all the gases with exception of
H2, while for PIM-TMN-Trip, Ep is positive for the bulky
gases (N2 < CH4) and negative for the other four (He > H2
> O2 > CO2). The negative value means that permeability
decreases with temperature. This is unusual for traditional
polymers used in gas separation. For example, PIM-1 shows
positive values of Ep.21 However, negative values for Ep have
been reported for the transport of all gases through the ultrapermeable PTMSP.22 All heats of sorption (Hs) are negative values, similar to those of PTMSP for H2 and He, more
similar to PIM-1 for N2, O2 and CH4 and more negative for
CO2.21 The value of Hs represents the strength of the polymer-sorbent interaction, which decreases when thermal
motion increases. The activation energy of diffusion (Ed)
for H2 and He in PIM-TMN-Trip and PIM-BTrip are among
the smallest values known, similar to those in PTMSP and
smaller compared to those in PIM-1. These small values indicate a low energy barrier for diffusion, which is weakly
influenced by the temperature. This can be ascribed to the
presence of highly interconnected free volume (i.e. intrinsic microporosity).21,22 In contrast, the Ed for O2, CO2, N2
and CH4 of the two very high permeable PIMs are similar
to those found for PIM-1 (Figure 5), and much bigger than
those in PTMSP. The slope of the activation energy of diffusion as a function of the square effective diameter follows
the trend PIM-1 < PIM-TMN-Trip < PIM-BTrip (Figure 5).
The steeper the slope, the higher the size-sieving behavior
of the polymer. PTMSP has a very gentle slope in agreement with its very low diffusion selectivity. According to
the transition theory of diffusion, the diffusion selectivity
can be expressed as the product between entropic and energetic selectivity (Eq 6):11
∗
∗
Δ𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦)
Δ𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦)
𝐷𝐷𝑥𝑥 𝜆𝜆2𝑥𝑥
Eq. 6
= 2 exp �
� exp �−
�
𝐷𝐷𝑦𝑦 𝜆𝜆𝑦𝑦 ���������
𝑅𝑅
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
�����������
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

where λ is the average diffusive jump which represent
the distance between two neighboring cavities, R is the
∗
universal gas constant, T the absolute temperature, 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦)
the difference in the activation entropy of diffusion for two
∗
gases (x and y), and Δ𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) is the difference in the activation energy of diffusion between the same gas pair. For a
well packed medium, as in the case of the present dense
membranes, the average diffusive jump length is proportional to the effective diameter of the penetrant gasthus

even if the effective diffusive jump length is not known, the
𝑑𝑑2
𝜆𝜆2
ratio 𝑥𝑥� 2 can be approximated as 𝑥𝑥� 2 , where d is the
𝜆𝜆𝑦𝑦
𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦
effective diameter of the gases x and y.10,26 In this work, the
effective diameters estimated by Teplyakov and Meares are
used for the approximation of the jump length, since these
give the best correlation with D.27 The energetic selectivity
refers to the difference of energy needed to open a motionenabled zone for diffusion for a gas over that required for
N2. Table 2 shows that for PIM-1, PIM-TMN-Trip and PIMBTrip these values are all greater than one, except for CH4.
This is due to the bigger effective diameter of CH4 compared with N2, requiring a more extended motion-enabled
zone for diffusion. The energetic selectivity of PTMSP is
about 1, indicating that its free volume elements are interconnected by windows that are larger than the kinetic diameter of these gases. The energetic selectivity for O2/N2
separation in the three analyzed PIMs is within the range
of high performing glassy polymers such as the 6FDA-TAB
and 6FDA-TADPO (Figure 6)12, but at much higher overall
diffusion and permeability, resulting in similar energetic
selectivity but at much higher permeability.
Table 1. Activation energies for Permeation (Ep) and diffusion (Ed), and heat of sorption (Hs), for six gases in PTMSP,
PIM-1, PIM-TMN-Trip and PIM-BTrip
Polymer

kcal mol-1

Gas

PTMSPa

PIM-1b

PIMTMNTripc

Epd

N2

-1.2

2.8

1.06

4.34

O2

-1.6

0.6

-0.76

1.49

CO2

-2.3

0.4

-1.84

0.90

CH4

-1.5

4.2

2.27

5.55

H2

-0.6

0.4

-0.67

-0.21

He

-0.1

0.6

-0.15

0.12

N2

-2.4

-3.1

-3.44

-3.11

O2

-2.8

-4.7

-3.38

-3.41

Energy,

Hse

E df

PIMBTripc

CO2

-2.4

-3.8

-4.85

-4.50

CH4

-2.7

-3.7

-3.12

-3.24

H2

-1.2

-2.8

-1.67

-0.77

He

-1

-2.4

-1.53

-1.14

N2

1.2

6

4.50

7.45

O2

1.2

5.3

2.62

4.90

CO2

0.1

4.2

3.01

5.40

CH4

1.1

7.8

5.39

8.78

H2

0.6

3.2

1.00

0.57

He

1

3

1.38

1.26

a) data from reference22; b) data from reference21; c) this
work; d) Calculated from equation Eq. 3; e) Calculated from
equation Eq. 4; f) Calculated from equation Eq. 5

PIM-TMN-Trip

PIM-BTrip

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4. (a,b) Diffusion coefficient and (c,d) diffusion selectivity of four relevant gas pairs for the thermally
treated 100 day aged PIM-TMN-Trip and the 250 day aged PIM-BTrip as function of temperature. Dotted lines
are least squares fit of the experimental data with an exponential equation. Numerical data are reported in
Tables SI 1 and SI 2He and H2 have very high energetic selectivity in PIMs
since the diffusion of these two small gases requires a
smaller motion-enabled zone between molecular chains
than the bulkier N2, which needs more energy to open a
gap between the very rigid polymer chains (Table 2). Further confirmation of the higher energetic selectivity of the
PIM-BTrip membrane comes from the N2 adsorption on
powders at 77K, and therefore under very different conditions than those used for gas permeability measurements.
It is notable that the PIM-TMN-Trip adsorbs significantly
more N2 than PIM-BTrip at higher relative pressures, giving a larger value of apparent total pore volume (0.87 vs.
0.63 ml g-1) and resulting in greater hysteresis between N2
adsorption and desorption (Figure SI 1). This can be attributed to much greater swelling of PIM-TMN-Trip as N2
is adsorbed, which is likely due to a smaller degree of polymer cohesion relative to PIM-BTrip, resulting from the
bulky TMN substituents reducing the strength of intermacromolecular interaction between the naphthalene
units protruding from the 2D polymer chains (Figure 1).

Figure 5. Activation energy of diffusion for PIM-1 ( )21,
PTMSP ( )22, PIM-TMN-Trip ( ) and PIM-BTrip ( )
as a function of the gases effective diameter.27 (Lines are
plotted as a guide for the eyes)

Figure 6 Molecular structures of 6FDA-TADPO, 6FDA-TAB, 6FDA/PMDA-TAB (10/90) discussed in reference 12
Table 2. Diffusion selectivity (Di/DN2) and correlated energetic and entropic selectivity for six gases at 25°C
in the four polymers PTMSP, PIM-1, PIM-TMN-Trip and PIM-BTrip.
Gas

PTMSPa

PIM-1b

PIM-TMN-Trip

PIM-BTrip

Diffusion

O2

1.47

2.93

3.31

5.25

selectivity

CO2

1.67

1.60

1.25

1.94

(i/N2)

CH4

1.07

0.33

0.36

0.28

H2

1.20

45.3

47.6 d

166 d
184 d

He

0.73

44.0

45.7 d

Energeticc

O2

1.00

3.26

24.1

74.1

selectivity

CO2

6.41

20.9

12.5

31.9

(i/N2)

CH4

1.00

0.048

0.23

0.10
111773d

H2

2.75

113

371d

He

1.40

159

194 d

34548 d

Entropicc

O2

1.62

0.99

0.15

0.08

selectivity

CO2

0.26

0.077

0.10

0.06

(i/N2)

CH4

0.97

6.37

1.48

2.44

H2

0.88

0.81

0.26 d

0.003 d

He

1.52

0.81

0.69 d

0.016 d

a) diffusion selectivity data from reference 22; b) diffusion selectivity data from reference 21; c) the energetic and entropic selectivities are calculated this work; d) It should be noted that the calculated values
for H2 and He lose precision due to the fast membrane time-lag, which lead to a likely underestimation of
the diffusion coefficient of max. 25%.
The lower polymer cohesion of PIM-TMN-Trip is consistent with its greater solubility in organic solvents and
the lower energetic selectivity for diffusion. In contrast, the
evidence of greater polymer cohesion of PIM-BTrip from
N2 adsorption is likely to result in a film with a tighter pore
structure, giving lower gas diffusion but higher selectivity
than a film of PIM-TMN-Trip.
The entropic selectivity is related to the ability of a material to limit the degree of freedom of one gas molecule
relative to another. Since the degree of freedom is associated with translational, rotational and vibrational modes

of a molecule, the entropic contribution to diffusion is related to changes between a molecule in a normal state
(when the molecule is within the micropores) and in a
transition state (in a constricted window between micropores, i.e. a motion-enabled zone). Mathematically, the
entropic contribution can be subdivided into 3 categories:
high (>1) medium (≈1) and low (<1). Table 2 shows that the
entropic selectivity for a gas over N2 in PIMs is low for all
gases with the exception of CH4/N2 for which it is greater
than 1 in the investigated PIMs.

PIM-1 demonstrates O2/N2 entropic selectivity which is
typical of that of semi-rigid polymers such as the previously investigated 6FDA-TAB and 6FDA-TADPO (Figure
6).12 All three of these polymers are characterized by rigid
fused-ring components linked together by flexible units
(i.e. ether bonds, methylenes or spiro-centres).The inverse
O2/N2 entropic selectivity of PIM-TMN-Trip and PIMBTrip can be ascribed to the greater rotational mobility in
the micropores of O2 compared to N2. Similar values were
found for strongly diffusion selective polypyrrolone-based
co-polymers, such as 6FDA-PMDA-TAB (10:90) (Figure 6),
composed predominately of what was termed a “hyperrigid” fused ring structure.12 When the molecules have to
diffuse through the windows between the micropores, the
high rigidity of the triptycene-based polymers PIM-TMNTrip and PIM-BTrip makes these windows similar to carbon molecular sieve pores, where O2 and N2 have similar
entropy. Thus, the transition from a region where O2 has a
greater entropy than N2, to a region where their entropy is
similar, gives rise to reverse entropic selectivity. In the case
of He/N2 and H2/N2, this effect is even stronger, as highlighted by the very low entropic selectivity in the 250 days
aged PIM-BTrip. These two light gases have more entropy
in the free volume elements compared to bulkier gases.
When they have to diffuse through a motion-enabled zone,
their entropy is drastically reduced, and this reduction is
relatively large with respect to the one experienced by
bulky gases. This relative reduction leads to a large inverse
entropic selectivity that is, nevertheless, swamped by a
strong energetic selectivity that allow these polymers to exceed the proposed 2015 upper bound in the Robeson plots
(Figure 2).

CONCLUSIONS
It can be concluded from this study that for triptycenebased PIMs, such as PIM-TMN-Trip and PIM-BTrip, the
enhanced gas separation performances for O2/N2, H2/N2
and He/N2 relative to those of PIM-1 and PTMSP are driven
by strong energetic selectivity, with extremely high values
demonstrated for PIM-BTrip. Hence, when the penetrant
gas diffuses through the permanent microporosity of PIMTMN-Trip and PIM-BTrip, the diffusion process is similar
to that in molecular sieves, resulting in high diffusion coefficients. However, when the penetrant gas diffuses
though a well-packed region of the polymer, the opening
of a motion-enabled zone in PIM-TMN-Trip and PIMBTrip requires a displacement of the very rigid polymer
chains, which leads to high energetic selectivity as a function of the penetrant dimensions. The comparison with
PIM-1 and PTMSP, highlights that the very rigid molecular
structure of PIM-TMN-Trip and, especially, of PIM-BTrip,
which does not possess the flexible TMN solubilizing
group, enhances the energetic selectivity and thus the diffusion selectivity. This explains why the permselectivity
properties of the aged PIM-BTrip exceeds the 2015 upper
bounds for the O2/N2 and H2/CH4 gas pairs, which are particularly sensitive to diffusion selectivity. It should be
noted that the permeability values obtained for this study
are from thick films (>150 µm) aged for less than one year.

Thinner films or those aged for longer are likely to demonstrate even higher selectivity.28 In addition, the observed
strong temperature dependence on selectivity noted during this study, originating from the enhanced energetic selectivity, means that operating membranes derived from
these triptycene-based PIMs at lower temperatures may
help to achieve commercially acceptable separation factors
for several gas pairs. This is especially valid for the gas pairs
CO2/N2 and CO2/CH4 were the enhanced by selectivity is
accompanied by the enhanced permeability of CO2 due its
strong increase in solubility.
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